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THE GENERAL WEIGHTED ORLICZ-SOBOLEV SPACES
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Let A be a Banach space and let [X, {3, flJ be a measure space with (J

finite positive measure fl. If O<w (x) <co is a measurable function, and
l~p<oo, then we put

Lp,w(A) = Lp,w (A; X, {3, f.t)

= {f; f(x) EA, IlfllLp,w(A) = [f)1 f (x) II~w(x)dl'(x)i<oo}.
Clearly, Lp,w (A) is a Banach space [4].

An F-seminorm of a (real) linear 'space E is a function
v: E--R+ verifying, for x, y E E, r E R,
v(x+y)~v(x)+v(y), v(rx)~v(x) if Irl~l,

and v(rx)--O when r--O
An F-seminorm J) is an F-norm when v (x) =0 => x=O. Let,p be a sub
additive Orlicz function, that is increasing and continuous map ,p: R+-~R+
verifying ,p(O) =0, ,p(r»O for r>O and ,p(rl+r2) s;,,p(rl) +,p(r2) for
rIo r2ER+. If 8 is a set, we consider the Orlicz space p'eS) of generalized
real- sequences x= (x.) $ES defined by

191 (8)= {xERS; Ilxll¢=I:,p(lx.I)<oo}.
,ES

11" (S) is a complete metrizable topological vector space for the F-norm 11.11 91
[6J. We will call a linear space is an F-Banach space if the space is com
plete with respect to an F-norm. By the above considerations, we have
the following

THEOREM 1. L p,w(l¢(N» is an F-Banach space with respect to the F-norm

\I·IILp,wUO (N».

In the sequel, we will assume X=QcRn with the Lebesgue measure and
denote l¢(N) by 191• Let if>a(f;), f;ER+ are N-functions [1]. Put

K¢a,w(A)={f; f(x)EA, Jia (lIf(x) IIAw(x»dx<oo}.

In general, this class is not a vector space. It is a vector space if if>a satis
fies the L12-condition [lJ. The space L¢a'w (A) is defined to be the linear
hull of the class K¢a'w (A) . Thus K¢a'w (A) cL¢a'w (A) and these sets are
equal if if>a satisfies the L12-condition. L¢a,w (A) is a Banach space with res-
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pect to the Luxemburg norm [1,3J

IIfllua....W =inf1 {k>O;t~a( i IIf(x) IIA w(x»dx~I}.
Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. L,p.,w(Iif» is an F-Banach space with respect to the F-norm
II· HL~a ....<I~). '

Proof. Since ~(t+t) ~2~(t) for all tER+, for every r>l there exists a
positive constant k=k(r) such that for all tER+, ~(rt) 5,k~(t). Thus L,pa,w
(I,p) is a linear space for ~(rt) 5,~(t) if O~r~l. The completeness follows
from the fact that L,pa,w(A) is a Banach space if A is a Banach space.

REMARK. H. Triebel [5J considered Lp,w (lq) space which is the case
~= /t/ q and ~a(t) = It/ P in our space. Since rf>a and ~ are increasing, we
have the following easy imbedding

THEOREM 3.

(i) If ~a dominates rf>p, then L,pa,w(l,p)----,>L,pp,w(l¢».
(ii) If ~ dominates rf>h then L,p<ow(l¢)----,>L¢a,w(l'!>r).

The general weighted Orlicz-Sobolev spaces WmL,pa,w(l¢) is defined by
lV"'L.s\a,w(l¢) = ff; DafE L,pa,w (l¢) , O~ la/ ~m}

with the F-norm, IIfllw"'L~a,...(l") = I;lInafIlL~a ....(l").
lai~.

THEOREM 4. WmL¢a,w(I¢)is an F-Banach space with respect to the F-norm

1I·lIwmua...cl~)·

Proof. Since L¢a,w(l¢) is an F-Banach space for every a, lal ~m, the
linear space WmL¢a,w(V) is complete with respect to the F-norm by
Theorem 7. 1. 3. of [3].
Let lVmL¢a,m(l¢,aa)= UIDaj EL"a,w(l¢) and

"fIlWmL~a,.,(l".aa)=I;aa/lDaflb.,.,Cl")< oo}
lal&m

where aa>O.
Then, for finite m, WmL¢a,w(l¢,aa)=WmL,pa,w(l¢).

REMARK. The space Wm {aa' p} [2J is the special one of our spaces.
Let

(*) X I =>X2 =>···=>Xm=>···
be a sequence of compatibly imbedded F-Banach spaces whose F-norms
satisfy the inequalities,

IIxIII::;; Ilxll2::;; ... ::;; llxlln ::;; ••••
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The limit of the decreasing sequence (*) is, by definition, the space
""

X"" . lim X m=::- {xE n X n ; IlxILx>=1imllxlln<oo}.
m-(X) n=l ._00

19

It is easy to see that X"" is an F-Banach space with respect to the F-norm
11·11"". However, it can happen that X"" consists only of the element zero,
i. e., is trivial. In accordance with definition,

1· ° mL (9 ).- W
O

""L (9 )1m W q,..,w 1 , aa - q,a,w 1 , aa .
"'_00

The criteria of nontriviality of W""Lp(19, aa) and W""L fla (19) where I fl is
the set of scalar valued functions, is considered in [2, 7J where Q is a do
main of finite measure. Since I fl contains all the scalar valued functions,
the criterias of nontriviality of our spaces are Theorem 1, 2 and 3 in [7J.

REMARK.l) WmLfla,w(19)=Lp, if m=O, u'=I, ifJa(t)=ltI P and I fl is the
set of scalar valued functions.

2) W mL 9a,w(19) =L9a, Orlicz spaces if m=O, w=l and I fl is the set of
scalar valued functions.

3) W mLq,..,,,, (lfl) = W mLfla, Orlicz-Sobolev spaces if w=1 and I fl is the set
of scalar valued functions.

4) W mL fla,w(lfl ) =Lp(lq), lq-valued Lp-spaces if m=O, 9a= It IP and 9=
It Iq.

5) WmLfla,w(lfl)=WmLp,w=Wpm(w) weighted sobolev spaces considered
In [5J, if ifJa= ItiP and I fl is the set of scalar valued functions.
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